Introduction
where I is an identity matrix of size n, and D is a diagonal matrix containing the strength of each vertex 210 (i.e. the sum of its edge weights with all other vertices). This resulted in a matrix wherein each entry was the 211 negative normalized value of the connection (from 0 to 1) between any two vertices relative to their combined 212 connectivity strength, and with ones along the diagonal. The transformation ensures that every row sums to 213 zero. We then computed the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the symmetric normalized Laplacian matrix, 214 and used the eigenvector associated with the second-to-lowest eigenvalue (traditionally called the 'Fiedler 215 vector') to divide the network into two. The Fiedler vector consists of a set of positive and negative values 216 and is binarized by sign to partition the network into two similar-sized communities (Fiedler, 1975) . In this 217 way, SP avoids producing communities that are too small to be physiologically meaningful (for example, 218 small sets of vertices that are spuriously correlated due to measurement noise). Given that this data-driven 219 method does not label the two communities or establish correspondence across participants, we defined each 220 individual's "DN" community as that which contained the majority of the vertices in the DN-specific PCC 221 parcel identified in our meta-analysis (area 7m). The completeness of the graphs ensured that SP did not 222 face the issues associated with its use in sparse networks (Fortunato & Hric, 2016) . 223 In order to evaluate the validity of the resulting partitionings across community-detection methods, we also 224 estimated network communities using the more traditional approach of modularity maximization (Garcia et   225 al., 2018), based on the algorithm from Clauset et al. (2004) . The method heuristically iterates through 226 many possible combinations of vertices, and selects the partitioning that maximizes the within-community 227 edge weights, relative to a random network containing the same number of edges and communities. Unlike SP, 228 modularity can fractionate a network into more than two communities. Agreement between the partitions 229 provided by the bounded (SP) and unbounded (modularity) community detection methods would suggest the 230 results are not distorted by the restriction of SP to binary partitionings. 231 2.7. Partition Evaluation 232 We used the Adjusted Rand index (ARI) to evaluate the stability and topographical heterogeneity of the 233 communities within and across individuals (Hubert & Arabie, 1985) , which was calculated using the "mcclust" 234 package in R (Fritsch, 2012). The ARI is a metric that quantifies the similarity between two alternative 235 clusterings of the same data. The base of the ARI is computed by the formula
where a is the number of pairs of nodes that were grouped together in both partitionings, b is the number 237 9 that were grouped separately, and c and d denote the number of pairs grouped together (separately) in one 238 partitioning, but separately (together) in the other. Therefore, the ARI estimates the fraction of all possible 239 node pairs that had the same status (connected or not) in both partitionings (with the denominator equal to 240 n(n ≠ 1)/2). The resulting ratio is adjusted against a baseline given by the expectation assuming independent 241 partitionings to yield an index that ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes the value expected by chance. This 242 means that even though di erences are heavily penalized, positive ARI values compare favorably against 243 chance clustering (and the index can take negative values if the ratio given by the formula above falls below 244 the chance level). In short, the ARI quantifies the chance-corrected agreement between any two partitions 245 while being agnostic to the labeling scheme. 246 We performed a number of comparisons among partitions. First, we computed the degree of agreement 247 between SP and modularity maximization per subject. SP and modularity maximization have been previously 248 found to show a tendency toward underfitting and overfitting, respectively, in their community detection 249 performance in a diverse set of network types (Ghasemian et al., 2019), so alignment between the two 250 algorithms would increase our confidence in the validity of the resulting partitionings. Next, we compared 251 the subject-level SP partitionings across individuals, and calculated the mean pairwise ARI for the group. 252 We then performed the same evaluation for PCC and mPFC separately, and examined whether there were 253 di erences in overall agreement within these regions by performing a paired permutation analysis. For each 254 individual and region we took the mean ARI with all 99 other individuals, then took the di erence between 255 regions to get an ARI di erence per subject. On each of 5000 permutations each subject's ARI di erence was 256 independently sign-flipped and the group mean di erence was added to a null distribution. The unpermuted 257 group mean di erence was then evaluated against this permuted distribution.
258
To identify vertices whose community assignment was more stable or more variable, we performed a sliding 259 window analysis (20 min windows, 1 min increments, median number of windows per subject = 37, range = 260 35 -37), comparing each window's resulting partitioning against the partitioning derived from the subject's 261 whole data set. A 20-min window has previously been found to yield relatively stable and unbiased estimates 262 of individual-level brain network characteristics (Gordon et al., 2017). We assessed whether the magnitude of 263 the Fiedler vector value for a given vertex (for the full subject-level data set) was associated with the stability 264 of that vertex's sub-network assignment across time windows. To do this, we fit a mixed e ects logistic 265 regression model, in which the dependent variable was the proportion of times each vertex participated in the 266 DN community across windows, and the explanatory variables included a random e ect of subject and a 267 fixed e ect of the Fiedler vector value for that vertex (derived from their full time series). Based on this 268 significant relationship, we identified a threshold Fiedler vector value for each subject, such that empirical 269 above-threshold vertices were persistently associated with either DN or non-DN more than 99% of the time. 270 We then estimated the level of agreement between network partitions estimated using data across individual 271 scan days (with 2 days per participant). If the functional organization estimated by SP is indeed individual-272 specific, we should see higher agreement within individual (test/re-test across days) than across individuals. 273 We tested this idea by computing the ratio of the mean ARI within and between individuals. Ratios close to 274 one would denote similar within-participant and across-participant alignment, whereas ratios considerably 275 higher than one would suggest that partitions were more similar within-participant than across participants. 276 We then extended this idea by computing the agreement across individual runs (4 per subject). Similar to 277 the day-based analysis, we assessed whether run-level data showed higher agreement within-subject than 278 between subjects. 280 We evaluated the performance of the SP algorithm in comparison to a simpler partitioning approach based 281 on seed-based functional connectivity. Independently for each day (2 per individual), we estimated each Fiedler vector oriented so the DN community was marked by positive values in every subject. We calculated 288 three sets of across-day similarity values for each individual: 1) between the two seed-based maps; 2) between 289 the two SP-based maps; and 3) between seed-and SP-based maps. Because the values in the maps were 290 continuous-valued (and not categorical labels, which would be amenable to ARI), we quantified the similarity 291 between maps in terms of the spatial Spearman correlation across vertices. These spatial correlations were 292 meant to determine the test/re-test reliability of each approach, as well as the overall level of agreement 293 between them. For 8 subjects, the communities produced with one of the days' data sets had split coverage 294 of area 7m, and our community labeling scheme for the Fiedler vector produced a sign mismatch across 295 days. ARI is robust to such labeling issues, but the inconsistency produced strong negative correlations of 296 the Fiedler vector across days for these individuals. Visual inspection showed that the community layout 297 was well aligned across days, and so we matched the labeling of their partitionings based on the day that 298 su ciently covered area 7m.
Seed-based Resting-state Functional Connectivity versus Community Detection

299
The two methods were expected to produce somewhat similar results, but the one displaying greater within-300 subject agreement across days should be preferred (for a discussion on the stability of functional networks see 2018)). We therefore compared the within-subject spatial correlation 302 coe cients produced by each method through a paired permutation analysis. For each of the 100 individuals, 303 we computed the di erence in inter-day correlations between methods, randomized the sign of these values 304 5000 times, and computed the mean of these di erences on each iteration. The empirical di erence in means 305 was then evaluated against this permuted distribution. 322 We performed a coordinate-based meta-analysis to identify cortical surface parcels within mPFC and PCC 323 that were preferentially associated with the DN or with subjective valuation. Volumetric coordinates from 324 80 studies with task deactivation contrasts and 198 studies with valuation contrasts were projected onto 325 a cortical surface, and mapped to discrete parcels from a multimodal cortical parcellation (Glasser et al., 328 Domain-specificity was tested by first permuting the domain labels across studies (DN or valuation) to create 329 a null distribution for the maximum chi-squared statistic in the search space (see Methods for details). The 330 null distribution was used to identify regions that were reported significantly more often in one literature or 331 the other.
Meta-analysis
332 Figure 1 shows the proportion of times each parcel was reported for each domain, as well as the significant 333 di erences between domains. The 95th percentile of the permuted chi-squared distribution was 8.87. Based 334 on this threshold, area 7m in PCC/precuneus was the only parcel to show a preferential association with 335 the DN bilaterally (Left: observed ‰ 2 = 10.07, p = 0.029; Right: observed ‰ 2 = 18.89, p < 0.001). The 336 adjacent area v23 exhibited a similar e ect, albeit only unilaterally (Right: observed ‰ 2 = 11.51, p = 0.011;
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Left: observed ‰ 2 = 8.25, p = 0.067). There appeared to be a bilateral preference toward valuation e ects 338 in mPFC area 25 (Left: observed ‰ 2 = 12.91, p = 0.005; Right: observed ‰ 2 = 12.83, p = 0.005); however, 339 closer inspection suggested this e ect was driven by subcortical foci centered in adjacent ventral striatum. No 340 other parcels were preferentially implicated in valuation relative to DN. We therefore selected area 7m as an 341 interpretable, bilateral reference point for labeling DN and non-DN communities in the analyses that follow. 342 We note that the area labeled 7m in the parcellation used here (Glasser et al., 2016) is di erent from (and Area 25 (in red) initially appeared to be associated with valuation, but was not interpreted because the e ect was found to reflect carryover from subcortical foci centered in ventral striatum (see text for details). Areas in blue represent the remainder of the search space. 346 Within the mPFC/PCC search space, we estimated the topography of the DN for each individual. Using data-driven approach, there is no a priori labeling for the two communities. We assigned the DN label to the 357 community that contained the majority of the DN-specific PCC parcel from the meta-analysis (7m). We that maximizes within-community connection weights relative to a null model. Since modularity is not 371 constrained to a predetermined number of communities, it was capable of finding more than two in our data 372 set. We quantified the cross-method agreement in terms of the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; see Methods), 373 which measures the proportion of node pairs in a network that were either clustered together or separately 374 in both partitionings, while being agnostic to labeling schemes and controlling for chance clustering. The The two clustering methods had high agreement (mean ARI = 0.87, SD = 0.13). Modularity showed a 379 tendency to produce additional communities (median = 3, range = 2, 5). However, the additional communities 380 16 encompassed a small number of vertices (median = 16.5, IQR = 6 -41.5) compared to the principal two 381 (median = 4783.5, IQR = 4759.5 -4795), suggesting that a binary partitioning provided a reasonable 382 approximation of the network's true community structure. 383 Next, we examined the similarity of SP-based partitionings across individuals by computing the ARI between 384 every pair of subjects, and found modestly above-chance agreement overall (mean = 0.13, SD = 0.05).
Individual-level DN and non-DN communities
385
Qualitative inspection of the community organization showed good alignment for PCC, whereas the pattern 386 in mPFC was consistent but shifted topographically across subjects. To quantify this heterogeneity in mPFC, 387 we calculated the between-subject ARI for each region separately ( Figure 3 ). The functional topography 392 We next sought to estimate whether individual vertices had a stable or unstable community a liation over 393 time. We did so by performing a sliding window analysis on each subject's full time series (20 min windows 394 shifting by 1 min). We compared the partitioning derived from each window with the partitioning computed 395 using the entire time series (Figure 4 ). Our focus here was not on the overall level of agreement (which is 396 expected to be high given the use of overlapping data), but on di erences in stability across nodes. The 397 sliding window analysis provided a means to identify nodes that were highly variable, and allowed us to 398 determine whether these variable nodes followed a specific spatial structure. The mean ARI along each subject's time series was significantly higher for PCC (mean = 0.59; SD = 0.14) 400 than mPFC (mean = 0.5; SD = 0.13; paired permutation, p < 0.001; Cohen's D = 0.65). A subset of nodes 401 showed exceptionally high stability, in that they were assigned to the same community in every time window.
Pattern variability over time
402
The percentage of stable nodes ranged from 0 to 73% across individuals (median = 49.5%, IQR = 29% -403 60.25%). 404 We next tested whether the continuous-valued Fiedler vector (before binarization into discrete communities) Figure 5B shows the average of the thresholded partitions across all participants, denoting the 429 proportion of times a vertex was a liated with the DN community. This summary illustrates the common 430 organizational layout of both communities, but also highlights the considerable variability across individuals. 431 
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To test the possibility that the higher inter-subject variability in mPFC was driven merely by lower signal 432 quality in the retained vertices, we quantified the temporal signal to noise ratio (tSNR) for each region, 433 both before and after thresholding. We calculated tSNR using time series that were not demeaned, but 434 were otherwise equivalent to the data originally used. A map of the mean tSNR across individuals can be 447 The relatively high inter-individual variability seen in the aggregate map could reflect at least three factors:
Test/re-test reliability across days
448
(1) measurement noise, (2) dynamic variation in mPFC network organization, and (3) stable patterns of 449 functional organization that di er across individuals. To arbitrate among these possibilities, we examined 450 the test/re-test reliability of mPFC/PCC community structure across separate days of testing. Insofar 
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This index is intended to factor out the potential contributions of measurement noise or dynamic instability, 463 which would introduce variability both across individuals and across days.
464 Figure 6 shows ARI ratios for PCC and mPFC. A signed-rank test showed evidence for specificity (i.e. ratios Figure 4 ). We stress 473 that our similarity metric, the ARI, measured the similarity of partitionings in a label-agnostic manner.
474
The greater inter-individual consistency in PCC was therefore not merely an artifact of having used a PCC 475 subregion as the basis for label assignment. 477 We extended the analysis of per-day data by examining whether the organization of the DN could be extracted 
Test/re-test reliability across runs
491
As before, a signed rank test showed that both regions had ARI ratios significantly greater than 1 (mPFC: 498 We next explored the possible advantage of community detection relative to a more conventional seed-based 499 functional connectivity analysis for estimating the individual-specific functional topography of mPFC. We 500 examined whether maps generated with SP were more similar per participant across days than those computed 501 from seed-based correlations. We generated a seed time-series by averaging all vertices in the PCC region of Figure 7A shows that these pairwise comparisons resembled those from the across-day comparisons above, 508 and suggested good alignment between methods, but particularly high agreement within subject and method. methods. Community detection through spectral partitioning provided more stable estimates, even though both methods showed good levels of agreement. Figure 7B shows the test/re-test reliability across days for patterns derived using community detection, seed-510 based correlation, and across methods (e.g. Day 1 community detection versus Day 2 seed-based correlation).
Correlation vs community detection in mPFC
511
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While both approaches were reliable, community detection displayed a significantly higher median correlation 512 coe cient across days than seed-based correlation (Community: median = 0.77, SD = 0.19; Seed-based: 513 median = 0.63, SD = 0.12; paired permutation p < 0.001; Cohen's D = 0.54). Agreement across methods was 514 fair (median = 0.48, SD = 0.23), signifying that the two approaches identified similar topographic features but 515 also had systematic di erences. These findings suggest that graph-theoretic community detection algorithms 516 are advantageous for detecting stable functional topologies, in addition to their other advantages of being 517 data-driven, unbiased and observer agnostic. 519 Next, we asked if the idiosyncratic organization of the DN corresponded to patterns of sulcal morphology.
Relationship between functional organization and sulcal morphology
520
Several previous studies have provided evidence that sulcal and gyral organization informs the location of maps for the two individuals are juxtaposed with the corresponding community detection results in Figure 9 .
562
It is worth noting that a few distinguishing features are missing due to below-threshold correlation values 563 (e.g. network B in right PCC of 100307).
564
Visual inspection of these networks showed high similarity between our DN community and the previously 565 reported sub-network A. However, the non-DN community filled areas not covered by either DN-A or DN-B.
566
Since this three-network configuration is at odds with the two-network solution suggested in our previous 567 analyses (i.e. comparison with modularity), we ran additional evaluations to confirm its existence. First, we Figure 5A ). In addition to identifying 570 DN networks A and B through this approach (in line with previous findings), we found a third cluster that 571 aligned well with the non-DN community. To understand why modularity maximization did not identify 572 the same three discrete clusters within the search space, we performed a silhouette analysis to determine 573 the ideal number of clusters in our search space (Supplemental Figure 5B ). For all 100 individuals, we ran 574 k-means clusterings restricted to the mPFC/PCC search space with a specified number of clusters ranging 575 from 2 to 5, and computed a silhouette score for each solution (higher silhouette scores indicate a better fit).
576
Scores decreased as the number of clusters increased beyond 2 for all individuals, suggesting that a bisection 577 was indeed the best solution. Paired permutations comparing silhouette scores across individuals indicated 578 that the di erence between two (mean = 0.042, SE = 0.001) and three (mean = 0.032, SE = 0.0009) cluster the continuous-valued output of our approach provides a method for estimating the location of the three 588 networks in PCC and mPFC that is less computationally demanding than full-brain clustering. 
Discussion
590
A considerable amount of meta-analytic work has been dedicated to characterizing the brain activity patterns B: K-means based silhouette scores were computed per individual to determine the appropriate number of clusters within the search space (the higher the score, the better). This showed that two networks produced the preferred solution.
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